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About This Game

The Hiro's are back. Now the forest is awake and all the species are at war.

Upgrade all characters, use invincibility and head start perks, and run as fast and as far away as you can, beyond their garden
and even their known forest. Travel to the swamp, cave, mountains, and snowy plains, gather lost friends and fight as a team

against foxes, wolves, and bears. Watch out for the poisonous spiders and sharp needles of the hedgehogs.

Use Benny to throw carrots, Lola to speed up with her magic hat, and the elder that taught them the ancient way of Martial Arts.
Collect cabbages to unlock Hiro's mighty blast of stinky cabbage and put on the run all of the nearby enemies.

You can also play instead as the foxes, wolves or bears, using their amazing abilities - a pack of fox cubs that steal gold coins
from the enemies, hungry wolves that trample over everything or the tremendous roar of the angry, voracious bear.

Features:
- 4 playable factions, each with 3 different characters

- Ramping difficulty: the run gets harder the further you get; how long can you survive?
- 6 different areas: escape the spider-infested swamp and then freeze in fear of the mighty polar bear

- Epic and unique boss encounters: survive the fight for a set interval of time to advance, or win the fight and also get rewarded
with huge amounts of gold!

- Personal upgrade lines for each faction; the bears might be slower, but their resistance is superior
- Daily missions to complete and 50+ challenging achievements
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Hours of fun!
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